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/ x n t h o n y Burgess has written approximately fifty-four books. (The
adverb is not ornamental. One or two
more have probably been published
since this issue of The American Spectator was put to bed.) Twenty-eight are
novels, two children's books, five
translations, two plays, one a collection
of verse, the rest nonfiction in its sundry forms. His work has earned him a
modest measure of fame and a more
than decent living on the Cote d'Azur.
Yet Burgess's hold on the attention of
the literary world has been exceptionally transient. None of his books has
stood up to even the modest test of
time provided by a decade or two; no
re-evaluation of his burgeoning oeuvre
appears likely. The problem clearly
goes deeper than mere logorrhea or the
absence of a definitive masterpiece.
Why has Anthony Burgess failed to
make a more lasting literary impression? But Do Blondes
Prefer
Gentlemen?: Homage to QWERTYUIOP and Other Writings, his latest
book, goes a long way towards answering this vexing question.
Burgess's candid preface makes a
very modest case for the publication of
this book, a 608-page collection of occasional pieces most of which were
originally occasioned by the urgent request of a checkbook-wielding literary
editor for a thousand-word review:
The reading and reviewing of books which,
in the covenant I have always insisted upon,
have been selected not by myself but by a
literary editor, keeps my mind open to fresh
ideas in both literary creation and
criticism. . . . You are to open the book at
any page and take what comes. The author
took what came in living his journalistic
life, and it would be pretentious to suppose
there was a pattern in it.
A book which can be opened with
profit at any page is eminently suitable
for bedside use, and But Do Blondes
Prefer Gentlemen? holds up reasonably
well on this score. Burgess is, for instance, very sharp on feminism.
("Women don't believe there are neutral
zones: what males call neutral they call
male.".) Some of his literary criticism
like this offhand comment on John
Terry Teachout is an assistant editor of
Harper's.

Steinbeck and Ernest Hemingway, is
genuinely penetrating:
Steinbeck was always luckier than Hemingway in hisfilmadaptations. He loved the
medium . . . because he had a gift for
dialogue but no corresponding talent for a
modern kind of ricit: in film, ricit is left
to the camera. Hemingway's dialogue is less
realistic than it looks, but his ricit is nerve
and bone and very original and new.
But there is not nearly enough
substance to this collection. Graham
Greene once called Burgess "an avid if
undiscriminating reader," and he is all
too clearly willing to write about
anything he is sent, from Selected Letters of James Thurber to The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians to Edmund Wilson's The Forties.
The results are, to put it mildly, careless
and superficial. The editors of Ernest
Hemingway: Selected Letters 1917-1961
and Shaw's Music are separately
described as having done "the expected
fine job of editing." A review of a
volume of Dickens's letters starts off
"The energy of the man!" Ancient
Evenings is praised, The Executioner's
Song panned. For every flash of insight
there are a dozen unreliable summary
judgments.

x his book is littered with hints of
why Anthony Burgess is so ineffectual
as a critic. One of them can be found
in the preface: "And the need to keep
within the limit of a thousand words
or so is, as with the composing of a
sonnet, an admirable formal discipline.
When I have typed three pages of
typescript and a bit over, I know that
my allowable quota has been filled."
Another is the Orwellian reminiscence
that incongruously appears at the
beginning of an S.J. Perelman review:
That's why, in bed on the floor (my only
luxury is my address; I cannot afford
French furniture), suffering, the other
morning, from malaria and bronchial
asthma, I was pleased when all this
Perelman came with the 6 a.m. courrier.
But, having read 776 pages pretty well
nonstop by 5 a.m. the following morning
(cable from New- York: CAN YOU
REVIEW BEST OF BERNARD LEVIN
1500 WORDS REPLY SOONEST), I felt
that I wanted a damned good cry.

It is possible to write oh demand and
produce an oeuvre of lasting interest.
G.K. Chesterton (on whom Burgess
writes briefly and well) did exactly that.
To succeed, though, it is absolutely
necessary to have something to say that
goes beyond the compass of the object
of criticism proper. The occasional
pieces of Evelyn Waugh, for instance,
have a weight and gravity which derive
from Waugh's underlying preoccupation with the permanent things. By
comparison, the occasional pieces of
Anthony Burgess—Irishman, lapsed
Catholic, and Joyce addict—are little
more than well-worded fluff. His artistic credo comes from Mallarme:
"Literature isn't made with ideas, it's
made with words." Mr. Burgess has no
larger ideas; his criticism consists solely
of point-to-point responses cloaked in
words galore. Wilfrid Sheed, writing in
Max Jamison, speaks of "the dreary
business of accreting an opinion." Mr.
Burgess has it backward: his opinions
are excreted, and in volume.

k3uch an approach is necessarily personal, and abuses of personality are all
too frequent in Burgess's work. The Idid-this anecdotal lead appears so
often here as to make the reader wince
on its eightieth repetition. ("I reviewed
Experiment in Autobiography when it
was first published by Gollancz in 1934.
That was an amateur job, for the
school magazine. I have reviewed fresh
editions of it—professionally, but prob-

ably no betters-arid see no good reason
for doing more than merely notice
this reprint.") But Do Blondes Prefer
Gentlemen? contains, by Burgess's own
reckoning, a mere one-third of his
journalistic output from the last
seven years. It's no wonder that he
should long since have been reduced
to the syndicated columnist's feeble
shuffle through the various ways of
dragging in the first person singular.
Comparisons to Chesterton are not
prima facie ridiculous, but this book
suggests an altogether less comforting
analogy. "It is no use being angry with
Connolly," Edmund Wilson once
wrote of Cyril Connolly, another pro*
digiously gifted Irishman who started
out as a serious author and ended up
a feuilleton machine. "Whatever his
faults may be . . . he is one of those
fortunate Irishmen, like Goldsmith and
Sterne and Wilde, who are born with
a gift of style, a natural grace and wit,
so that their jobs have the freshness of
jeux d'isprit, and sometimes their jeux
d'esprit turn out to stick as classics."
Connolly managed to write two or
three books of lasting value; Anthony
Burgess, in a career infinitely more prolific, has had no such luck. Even Earthly Powers, a book clearly meant to
serve as clinching masterpiece, was
fumbled through garrulousness.
Though But Do Blondes Prefer
Gentlemen? is a far more modest
undertaking, it is every bit as revealing
of the witty, flawed artist within. •
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Peter, Paul and Mary added their
names this January to the rolls of the
more than 3,000 "messengers" who
have been arrested at the South African
embassy on Massachusetts Avenue.
Several others—Peter's daughter,
Mary's daughter, Mary's mother, a rabbi, and some Unitarians—went along
for the ride. To kick things off, the
movement held a media event cum rally
on a tree-lined side street half a block
down from the embassy. Bishop Desmond Tutu showed up to give his blessing, which brought out scores of press
people—as many press people, in fact,
as protesters. My own reasons for going were part personal, part professional, but mostly personal. Fulfilling
a fantasy I've had since I first heard
"Puff the Magic Dragon," I just
wanted to see Peter, Paul and Mary get
thrown in jail.

Before the rally began, I disdained the
perks and access allowed me as a highly

respected member of the media community and situated myself instead in
front of a group of school girls. The
day was bitter cold, but the girls were
having a wonderful time. They each
wore a green armband (some wore two)
and most carried signs that read, "Jerry
Falwell doesn't speak for me." In the
manner of young girls, their conversation was rapid-fire and giggly. One,
about fourteen, admired another girl's
sign, a broad, garish thing with an
outline of South Africa on it. On its
back was stamped: "Liberation
Graphix." "That has got to be the
cutest one I've seen," she said. "By far.
It is so cute." The girl with the sign was
obviously pleased but only shrugged.
"You can get them anywhere," she said.
Then, distracted by a mother pushing
a stroller, she cooed, "Oh, look at that
baby!" Another shouted, "Babies
United Against Apartheid!" They
began giggling. "Speaking of babies,
where's Des baby? Des baby, where are
yooooo?"

Bishop Tutu, as he is more widely
known, arrived late, driving up the side
street in the Mayor's motorcade from
the back way, out of the crowd's view.
He sat in the limousine for several
minutes, giving an exclusive interview
to a reporter from the Post. Peter, Paul
and Mary and several other celebrities
—Pat Schroeder, the left-wing congressman from Colorado, Roger
Wilkins from the Institute for Policy
Studies, and the ubiquitous Mary
Frances Berry of the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission—gathered round and
bowed and shuffled in front of Tutu
when he finally stepped out of the
limo. As is their wont, the protesters
began chanting to pass the time:
"Apartheid's wrong/Let's sweep it
away./That's A-F-R [beat] I-C-A";
"Break the ties/[clap-clap-clap]/With
Apartheid." They finally settled on a
simple antiphony, probably because the
white people present (they were a majority here) had no trouble following it:
"Freedom Yes!/Apartheid No!" I
moved to the back of the crowd, next
to a young couple who looked like they
were skipping classes at Georgetown.
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The girl leaned with her back against
a tree, her boyfriend leaned against her;
she held him tight. She chanted
"Freedom Yes!" and he threw his head
back in a mighty grimace, bellowing,
"Apartheid No!" The chant continued
for a minute or two, until a frenetic
climax. Loud cheers and applause
followed, and the boy wheeled around,
pinned the girl against the tree, and
kissed her deeply. She bent her knee
slightly, taking him in as her right foot
edged up the trunk of the tree.

Throughout all this the press photographers—the shooters—grew impatient. Where was the action? Where
was Tutu? They stood on a platform
before the clump of microphones
where the bishop would speak. "Bring
him out, for Chrissake!" one photographer hollered. "What the hell are you
waiting for?" Tutu eventually made his
way through the crush of admirers, and
as he emerged the cameramen came
alive. You could hear their motor drives
whirring in the cold. They shouted
belligerently at anyone who dared come
between them and Tutu and interfere
with the public's right to know. Before
Tutu spoke, Mary implored everyone to
sing along with "Blowing in the
Wind"—'even you in the press!" A
photographer behind me chuckled and
in a sinister voice said, "You bet,
honey." Not that it would have mattered; once the song began Mary was
the only thing you could hear. The
years have not been pleasant to the trio,
especially Mary who, though she still
sports the trademark Roman helmet of
straight blond hair, has taken on a few
extra wrinkles, or maybe laugh lines,
and a few dozen extra pounds. As she
belted out the songs she wagged her
head and threw her body from side to
side, while the other celebrities struggled to anchor themselves against the
assault of her weight.

boarded a beat-up school bus marked
"First Rising Mount Zion Baptist
Church" and were driven the half-block
to the embassy. The cops checked our
press passes and allowed us to scramble up Massachusetts Avenue where we
could watch the arrest from across the
street. In the embassy driveway,
another dozen or so cops stood waiting
by the open doors of a paddy wagon.
"Hey Clarence," one of the shooters
called over the traffic, "before you put
them in the wagon turn 'em towards us
so we can get a good shot. Parade 'em
around for a little bit. I'll love ya for
life." The cop gave him a blank look
and turned around and patted his rear
end. "You love me?" he shouted over
his shoulder. "Then give me a kiss right
here." The messengers stepped off the
bus and huddled round the door of the
embassy. Paul Stookey said some words
into the call box. "Oh come on, idiot,"
said a guy in front of me, holding his
camera aloft. "Just get it over with."
"What do you care?" said another
shooter. "You're probably out of film

After Tutu's remarks, which were witty
and brief, there were some concluding
chants, and then the messengers
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